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An increasing number of customers throughout Germany now rely on e-procurement solutions from Blumen-
becker. We can offer them our professional e-procurement system eproc.III (largely similar to the Onventis 
procurement platform) in different configuration levels, this being integrated into their operational routines 
on an individual basis. To achieve this we carry out a joint analysis of their purchasing processes, assess their 
requirements and then propose the optimum solution.

THE CLIENT
 The client is an internationally active family-run company 

with head office in Germany and branches in China, Indonesia, In-
dia, Hungary and the USA. The company develops and manufactures 
high-quality plastic packaging and components for pharmaceutical, 
medical and household products. Their  effervescent-tablet closures 
are to be found on every chemist‘s and supermarket shelf. In fact more 
than two billion plastic items are produced and sold worldwide by the 
company every year.

www.blumenbecker.com

CONTRACT SCOPE
|  several preparatory meetings with the client’s purchasing department
| definition of articles needed by the client
| compilation of an individual product catalogue 
| creation of a catalogue and cost-centre structure 
| workflow and controlling
| just-in-time delivery
| back-up service

COMPLETE SERVICE FOR  
ELECTRONIC PROCUREMENT

THE COMMISSION
 The company was seeking a new partner for its electronic pro-

curement business, the aim being to streamline both its electronic 
and its commercial procedures. This meant integrating numerous dif-
ferent suppliers into the procurement system using a single interface. 
The system went online in November 2012. 

|  multi-supplier catalogue using a single interface with almost every supplier integrated into the order handling process
|  coupling to SAP, which includes adoption of centrally stored order-up-to and budget limits
|  connection to existing e-procurement systems via OCI interface
|  data uplink with option of using Edifact, e-mail, FTP or web services
|  scalability: eproc.III grows along with your requirements

CUSTOMER

ONE WEB SHOP - ONE INVOICING CONTACT. DATA ARE TRANSFERRED INTO THE SAP SYSTEM.
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